### Always split "A" cards:
- Aces and 8s

### Forbidden to split "F" cards:
- Fours, Fives, Faces (and 10s)

### Others (2s, 3s, 6s, 7s, 9s):
- split vs dealer low card

### Soft totals
- Hit soft 17 or less
- Stand on soft 18 or more

### Hard totals
- Dealer low card:
  - Never Bust
  - stand on 12+
- Dealer high card:
  - Mimic the Dealer
  - hit until 17+

Low cards: 2 through 6
High cards: 7 through A

Never play a game that pays only 6:5 on blackjack.
Never take insurance or "even money" on a blackjack.

* If surrender is allowed, surrender 16 vs. dealer 10.

Simple Basic Strategy from BlackjackCalculation.com